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Abstract. The problem of finding the coarsest partition of a set S with respect to another partition 
of S and one or more functions on S has several applications, one of which is the state minimization 
of finite state automata. In 1971, Hopcroft presented an algorithm to solve the many function 
coarsest partition problem for sets of n elements in O(n log n) time and O(n) space. In 1974, 
Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman presented an O(n log n) algorithm that solves the special case of this 
problem for only one function. Both these algorithms use a negative strategy that repeatedly 
refines the original partition until a solution is found. We present a new algorithm to solve the 
single function coarsest partition problem in O(n) time and space using a different, constructive 
approach. Our algorithm can be applied to the automated manufacturing of woven fabric. 
1. Introduction 
The single function coarsest partition problem accepts as input a set S of n 
elements, a partition B = {b l , . . . ,  bk} of S, and a function f :  S-* S. The problem is 
to form a new partition Q = {q~, . . . ,  qm} of S in which each set qi in Q is a subset 
of some set bj in the original partition B, and each image set f[qi] is a subset of 
some set qk in the new partition. Furthermore, we want Q to be the coarsest partition 
(i.e., with the fewest number of sets) that satisfies the problem constraints. 
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This problem is illustrated in Fig. 1, where S is a set of numbers on the real line, 
B is a partition of S that results from dividing the line into intervals, and Q is a 
partition of S that results from further subdivision of these intervals. 
t II s 
0 
Fig. 1. The single function coarsest partition problem. 
A generalization of this problem with more than one function was solved by 
Hopcroft [8] with an O(n log n) algorithm, where n is the number of elements in 
S. The simpler problem for one function was discussed by Aho, Hopcroft, and 
Ullman [1], who presented algorithms that run in O(n 2) and O(n log n) steps and 
O(n) space. These algorithms work by repeatedly refining the original partition B 
using a negative strategy. One reason that these algorithms are nonlinear is that an 
element of S can belong to a set in B that is refined several times. 
In this paper we present a new, more efficient algorithm that solves the single 
function coarsest partition problem, and we give an application to the automated 
manufacturing ofwoven fabric. Our algorithm uses a positive strategy that constructs 
the final partition directly and is O(n) in both time and space. Of particular 
importance, it exploits properties of the function f that permit each element x in 
S to be placed into a set of the Q partition only based on the sets in the B partition 
that contain x, f(x), f(f(x)),  etc. 
There are two motivations behind this work. The first is to develop a new, more 
efficient algorithm to solve the single function coarsest partition problem, and to 
use it in an interesting application. The second is to derive this algorithm by 
transformation from a formal problem specification. To facilitate this second goal, 
several notational conventions will be used throughout his paper. We use the 
notation f-~ to denote the inverse of the function f, and say that f-~{x} is the 
pre-image set {y ~ S If(y) = x}. The cardinality operation # Q denotes the number 
of elements contained in a set, tuple, or string valued variable Q. If T is a set, the 
image set operation f [  T] denotes the union of all the image sets f{y} for all y 
belonging to T. If two elements x and y belong to the same set within the B partition, 
we say that x and y are B-equivalent (or x and y are in the same equivalence class 
of B), and we denote this by x <>8 Y. We write x <>0 Y if x and y are in the same 
equivalence class of the Q partition. Finally, we use the notation 
the Q partitionof S I K ( Q ) minimizing # Q 
to denote the coarsest partition Q (i.e., Q has the fewest number of sets) over the 
set S that satisfies the predicate K. If there are no such partitions or the solution 
is not unique, the expression is undefined. 
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2. The problem 
A formal, abstract, but still computable specification of the single function 
coarsest partition problem is 
the Q = {xl, . . . , x,,,} partitionof S[ 
(Vx•Ql ( : : i y•B lxc  y) & (3zeQl f [x ]cz ) )  minimizing #Q. (1) 
The standard proof that a coarsest partition always exists and is unique is based 
on the Myhill-Nerode Theorem [11, 13] (see also [7, pp. 65-67]). Our proof below 
is more direct and much simpler. 
Theorem 2.1. I f  B is any partition of a finite set S, and f :  S--> S is any total function, 
then there always exists a unique coarsest partition Q that satisfies the specification (1). 
Proof. We define a relation subpartitionof over the set of all partitions of S as 
follows. Let Q and B be partitions of S. We say that Q subpartitionof B iff Vx • 
Q I (=ly • B Ix c y). Based on the definition of subpartitionof,, we can rewrite the 
specification (1) equivalently as 
the Q subpartitionof B l (Vx•  Q[3z•  Q[ f [x ]c  z) minimizing # Q. (2) 
Consider the space U of subpartitions of B. ( U, subpartitionof) orms a lattice 
with B as the unique maximum element and the partition {{x}: x • S} as the unique 
minimum element. Since the lattice is finite, it has both a finite ascending and 
descending chain condition. Moreover, because the minimum element is a feasible 
solution to the specification (2) (but not necessarily the coarsest solution), we know 
that at least one coarsest partition must exist. 
To show uniqueness we demonstrate hat the value of (2) is the greatest fixed 
point of the following monotone function on U. 
g(Q)={x c~ f - l [ z ] :x•  Q, z•  Ql f [x ]nz#{ }}. 
Observe that the predicate f [x]  c z appearing in (2) is equivalent to x c f - l [ z ] ,  
which can also be expressed as x nf -~[z]  =x. This allows us to transform the 
universal quantifier within (2) into 
Q = {x • Ol3z • Qlx nf - l [ z ]  = x}. (3) 
But equality (3) is just the same as 
Q={xc~ f - l [ z ] :x•  Q, z•  Q l f [x ]c~z# { }}. (4) 
Consequently, we can rewrite specification (2) in the following fixed point form: 
the Q subpartitionof B I Q = g( Q ) minimizing CA Q, (5) 
which proves uniqueness. [] 
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Based on a theorem due to Tarski [20] we can calculate the coarsest partition 
(1), which is the greatest fixed point of the monotone function g, by performing the 
following steps: 
Q := B; $ Initialization 
Repeat until Q does not change: 
Q := g(Q); $ Refinement step (6) 
Starting from this naive algorithm, the two more efficient algorithms found in [1] 
can be derived. To obtain the O(n 2) algorithm, we first replace the refinement s ep 
appearing in (6) by the following code: 
For each set x ~ Q 
Replace x by the sets x n f - l [ z ] ,  Vz ~ Q such that f i x ]  n z ~ { }. 
Furthermore transformation to the actual algorithm is straightforward. 
To obtain the strategy of the more complicated O(n log n) algorithm, we replace 
the refinement s ep in (6) with 
Choose any z e Q such that (3x e Q I f - l [ z ]n  x ~ { } & x ef - l [ z ] )  
For each x e Q such that f - l [z]  c~ x ~ { } & x ef - l [ z ]  
Replace x by the sets x n f - l [ z ]  and x-f -~[z] .  
Further transformations by the techniques of finite differencing [16] and storage 
structure selection [17] can be used to derive the algorithm described in [1]. 
While the two algorithms reported in [1] determine the coarsest partition as the 
greatest fixed point of a monotone function, our algorithm conceptually fihds the 
same solution as the least fixed point of a monotone function. Our initial partition 
can be regarded as the bottom element of the partition lattice mentioned in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. This initial partition is repeatedly augmented until the coarsest 
partition is obtained. 
In explaining the algorithm it is convenient to represent the elements of S by 
consecutive integers from 1 to n. Also, the sets in the input partition B and the sets 
in the transitional partition Q will each be identified by consecutive integers; for 
any element x in S, LB(x) and Lo(x) are the integers that identify the sets in the 
B and Q partitions containing x. From this perspective, our algorithm finds a 
Q-labeling (i.e., defines the L o function on S) that represents he coarsest partition 
of S with respect o B and f. The following lemma, which is a direct consequence 
of the formal specification (1), gives a formula for assigning Q-labels entirely based 
on B-labels. 
Lemma 2.2. Let f°(x) = x and f i (x)  =f ( f ' - l (x ) ) ,  i> O. Then 
(i) Vx~S,  Vy~SIxc:~oy iff xcoay & f (x)¢~of(y) ,  
• ( i i )  
oo  
VxeS,  Vy~Slxc~oy iff & f ' (x )  c~af'(y). 
i=O 
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Proof. Let Q be the coarsest partition of B with respect o f. 
(i)(a) Suppose that xCOoy for some x ,y~S;  i.e., 3q~QJ{x,y}cq.  Since Q 
satisfies specification (1), 3b~ BJqc b & (:lp~ QI f [q ]c  p). Thus, {x, y}c  b and 
{f (x ) , f (y )}cp ;  i.e., x <:~sy and f (x)  ¢:~of(Y). 
(i)(b) Next, suppose that x <::>B Y and f (x )  ¢:~of(Y) but x ¢~oY for some x, y ~ S; 
i.e., {x, y} "- b for some b ~ B, {f(x) , f (y)} c q for some q ~ Q, and x ~ q~, y ~ q2 for 
some ql ~ Q and q2~ Q, where q~ # q2. Since x~ q~ and f (x )~ q, we know from 
specification (1) that f [  ql] c q; similarly, f [  q2] c q. Since x ~ b and x ~ q~, it follows 
from (1) that q~ c b; likewise, q2 c b. Let Q' be the partition formed from Q by 
merging sets qx and q2. Since q~ u q2 c b and f[q~ ~ q2] = q, Q' is a coarser solution 
to (1) than Q, a contradiction. 
(ii)(a) Suppose that x <:~oY for some x, y ~ S. Using (i)(a) it follows from induc- 
tion on i that f~(x) ¢:~Bfi(y) &f~+~(x) <:~of~+~(y), i = 1, 2, . . . .  
oo i 
(ii)(b) Next, suppose that &~=of (x) ¢:~Bf~(y)) but that x ¢~o Y for some x, y ~ S; 
i.e., x ~ qo and y ~ Po for some qo ~ Q and Po ~ Q, where qo # Po, and Vi = 0, 1 , . . . ,  3 b~ 
B J{ff(x),f i (y)} ~ hi. Suppose also that f f (x )  c qi and f ' (y )  c p~ for some q~ ~ Q and 
p~ ~ Q, i = 1, 2, . . . .  Since x ~ bo and x ~ qo, it follows from specification (1) that 
qo c bo; likewise, Po ~- bo. More generally, we see thatff[qo] c q~ c b~ andf f [  Po] c p~ c 
bs i = 0, 1, . . . .  Hence, fi[qo u Po] c q~ u pi c bs i = 0, 1, . . . .  Let Q' be the partition 
formed from Q by merging sets q~ and p~, i = 0, 1, . . . .  Since q~ up~ c b~ and f[q~ u 
pi]cq~+~upi+t, i=O, 1 , . . . ,  Q' is a coarser solution to (1) than Q, a contra- 
diction. [] 
3. The strategy 
Certain properties of the structure of the problem specification are essential to 
the algorithm. In particular, we will exploit the fact that the function f :  S- ,  S 
represents a directed graph of out-degree one. This allows us to think of the function 
as a set of edges. From this perspective, the function can contain paths and cycles. 
If  x and y are elements of S, we say that y is reachable from x if there is path in 
f from x to y. The following lemma states the consequences of the graph structure 
off. 
Lemma 3.1 
(i) f must have at least 1 cycle. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
All paths end in a cycle. 
No path entering a cycle can leave the cycle. 
No path leads from one cycle to another cycle. 
All paths outside cycles form trees whose roots are in cycles. 
Proof. (i), (ii) Suppose the assertions (i), (ii) were false. Let P = [x~, . . . ,  Xk] be a 
sequence of elements forming a longest acyclic path in f starting at x~. Since f is a 
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total function, it is defined at xk, allowing P to be extended by the additional element 
f(Xk).  But, in extending P to f (xk )  a cycle must be formed, a contradiction. 
(iii), (iv), (v) Since f is a function, f is single-valued and may be seen as 
representing a graph of out-degree one. [] 
x 
x x y 
CASE 4 CASE 2 CASE 3 
Fig. 2. The structure off .  
Lemma 2.2 implies that the Q-label for a vertex x only depends on the B-labels 
of vertices reachable along paths in f from x. Making reference to Fig. 2, we see 
three distinct cases in which two vertices x and y can be given the same Q-label 
according to Lemma 2.2. 
Case (i) When x and y are within the same cycle, the decision to give them the 
same Q-labels entirely depends on B-labels for vertices within that cycle. 
Case (ii) When x and y are on two different cycles, the decision is only based on 
B-labels for vertices in those two cycles. 
Case (iii) For the case when at least one of the two vertices x and y is a tree 
vertex, the fact that there is 'always a path from a tree vertex to a cycle makes the 
Q-labels for x and y depend on B-labels for both tree and cycle vertices reachable 
from x and y. 
It is useful to separately consider the coarsest partition problem restricted to each 
of these three cases. We first consider the coarsest partition problem for a function 
whose graph representation is a single cycle with no entering edges. 
Definition. If str is any string, let str i denote a string of i repetitions of str. 
For example, (abe) 3 = abcabcabc. 
Definition. The smallest repeating prefix of a string str is the smallest prefix x of 
str for which x k = str. 
For example, the smallest repeating prefix of (abe) 3 = abe. 
Definition. If x is a vertex on a cycle C of k vertices, the x-rotation of C is the 
string [x , f (x ) , f2 (x ) , . . .  , fk - l (X) ] .  
(See Fig. 3 for an example.) 
2-  ROTATION IS (2 ,3 ,4 ,4 )  
Fig. 3. x-Rotation example. 
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The following lemma, which is a consequence of Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1, states that 
the equivalence classes representing the coarsest partition of a cycle C of k elements 
are completely determined by the smallest repeating prefix of the string 
[La(x), LR(f(x)),  LB( f2(x)) , . . . ,  Ls(fk- l (x))] ,  where x is an arbitrary vertex of C. 
I.emma 3.2. Let x be an arbitrary element of a cycle C of k elements, and let P be the 
smallest repeating prefix of the string [LB(x), La ( f ( x ) ) , LB ( f 2( x ) ) , . . . , Ls ( f k-l ( x ) ) ]. 
Then, the coarsest partition of C with respect o f and B is the set of # P equivalence 
classes defined according to the following rule: 
For j= l , . . . ,#P ,  i= l , . . . , (k /#P) - l ,  f J - l (x)  C=~of~#P+J-~(x). (7) 
Proof. Consider the sets 
Ci={f J (x ) : j=O, . . . , k - l l i= jmod # P}, i=0 , . . . ,#P-1 .  
By Lemma 2.2 and the definition of smallest repeating prefix, it follows that all 
elements of each set Ci, i = 0 , . . . ,  # P - 1 are in the same set of the coarsest partition 
Q. If these sets Ci, i = 0 , . . . ,  # P -1  do not comprise the coarsest partition, then 
there must be two different elements u, v ~ C in which u ~ Ci, v ~ Cj, i <j,  and u <:~o v. 
But, then, all the elements of C~ and Cj would be in the same equivalence class of 
Q. In particular, f~(x) ¢~ofg(x), which implies that x ¢~ofJ-~(x). It follows from 
Lemma 2.2 that f~+m(x) ¢~sfJ+m(x), m = 0 , . . . ,  k -  1, which allows us to claim that 
the smallest repeating prefix for [Ls(x),  LB(f(x)),  LB( fZ(x) ) , . . . ,  La(fk-l(X))] has 
length less than j - i. 
We reach this contradiction using the following argument. Let str be a string of  
length k Use the fast string matching algorithm due to Knuth, Morris and Pratt [9] 
to find the second occurrence of the substring str in the string str 2. The smallest 
repeating prefix is the prefix of str 2 up to and including the character just before 
the match. This can be proved by induction on the number of characters in the 
smallest repeating prefix. [] 
Fig. 4 illustrates the coarsest partition of a single cycle, where letters represent 
B-labels, and vertices incident o broken edges belong to the same set in the coarsest 
partition. 
To solve the coarsest partition problem for two different cycles, it is useful to 
state a few additional definitions. 
Definition. Let < be a total ordering on a finite alphabet E. The lexicographical 
ordering ~ex< is a total ordering over strings of characters in E and is defined 
o b o 
Fig. 4. The partition consists of four sets with two vertices each. 
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according to the following rule for comparing two strings [1, p. 78]: 
[xb . . . ,  x,] iex ~< [Yl,-.., Ym] iff: 
(1) 3jlxj<yj&x,=y,, i= l , . . . , j -1 ,  or 
(2) n<~m&xi=y~, i= l , . . . ,n .  
Definition. Let C be a cycle with k vertices. An x-rotation of C is said to be a 
lexicographically east rotation with respect o B if there are no y-rotations of C 
such that 
[ LB(y ), LB( f  (y ) ), . . . , LB(fk- ' (Y ) ) ] 
lex < [LB(X) ,  LB( f (x ) ) , "  " " , Ls(fk- ' (X))]  • 
Lexicographically least rotations are illustrated in Fig. 5. 
bC~ 
r v  
(~ b a 
Fig. 5. The two lexicographically least rotations begin at vertices with circled labels. 
The next lemma, which is a consequence of Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1, states that the 
coarsest partition for vertices in two different cycles is determined by the smallest 
repeating prefixes of strings formed from B-labelings of the lexicographically least 
rotations of the two cycles. 
Lemma 3.3. Let the vertices x and y respectively begin lexicographicaUy least rotations 
relative to B-labels of two different cycles CI and C2. 
(i) There exists an equivalence class that can contain vertices of both C~ and C2 iff 
the smallest repeating prefix P of [L~(x), Ls( f (x ) )  . . ,  Ls(f '~c'- l(x))] equals the 
smallest repeating prefix of [Ls(y), LB ( f ( y ) ) , . . . , LB ( f '~ c:- l ( y ) ) ]. 
(ii) When the smallest repeating prefix is the same for both cycles, the equivalence 
classes representing the coarsest partition of vertices in both C~ and C: are determined 
by rule (7) together with the following rule: 
Forj = 1 , . . . ,  # P, f J - l (x)  <=~Qfj-l(y). (8) 
Proof. (i) Suppose that P is the smallest repeating prefix for both of the strings 
[LB(x), Ls ( f (x ) ) , . . . ,  LB(ff 'c'- l(x))] and [L~(y), LB(f(y)) , . . . ,  LB(ff'c'-~(Y))]- 
Then, by Lemma 2.2(ii) we know that xC~oy. Conversely, suppose that 
u¢ Ct, v¢ C2, and u ¢:>o v. Then, by Lemma 2.2(ii), f i (u) ¢~sff(v), i=0, 1, . . . ,  
and the two strings [Ls (u) ,La( f (u ) ) , . . . , LB( f '~q- l (u ) ) ]  and [La(v), 
L~( f (v ) ) , . . . ,  LB(ff'c~-l(v))] must have the same smallest repeating prefix. 
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(ii) As a consequence of Lemma 2.2, rule (8) provides valid equivalences. Sup- 
pose, however, that there are additional equivalences; e.g., that fi(x)¢=:,ofJ(y) for 
some i < j  < # P. Just as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 this supposition leads to the 
contradiction that P is not the smallest repeating prefix. [] 
It is easy to see that rule (8) can be extended to solve the coarsest partition 
problem for any number of cycles all of whose smallest repeating prefixes of a 
lexicographically last rotation with respect o B-labels are identical. Such cycles are 
called similar. From Lemma 3.3 it follows that the coarsest partition for a function 
f with only cycles and no trees is just the union of coarsest partitions of maximal 
groups of similar cycles in f. 
Finally, we consider the coarsest partition problem for unrestricted functions, 
which have both trees and cycles. Based on Lemmas 2.2, 3.1 and 3.3, no two vertices 
can have the same Q-labels unless they lead to similar cycles. Thus, the coarsest 
partition for a function f is the union of the coarsest partitions of maximal groups 
of connected components o f f  that contain similar cycles. Q-labels for tree vertices 
are determined by a closure process in accordance with the Lemma 2.2 rule: 
x <=~oy iff x ¢=~BY &f(x)  <=>of(Y)- 
Thus, the single function coarsest partition problem can be solved by splitting 
the problem into two parts. First, we find Q-labels for the cycle vertices; next, we 
find Q-labels for the tree vertices. The details are discussed in the next section. 
4. The algorithm 
The algorithm consists of three main steps: 
Step 1, Find all the cycles and all the tree roots. 
Step 2. Find Q-labels for the cycle vertices. 
Step 3. Find Q-labels for the tree vertices. 
Step 1. Finding the cycles and roots 
The following lemma is based on Lemma 3.1, and states that the cost of gathering 
all cycles and roots is O(n). 
Lemma 4.1. Because n = # domain f= # f, we can find all the disjoint cycles and the 
roots of aU the trees in O( n ) time and space. 
ProoL The lemma directly follows from either depth-first search or topological 
search (cf., [19, Chapter 1]). The details are well known and it would serve no 
useful purpose to restate them here. 
However, because several computer scientists uch as Bird [2] have expressed 
scepticism about the possibility of automatically deriving procedures uch as ours 
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by transformation, we will trace through the major steps of a derivation that could 
be mechanized. 
We start with the following abstract specification that defines those vertices that 
lie on cycles. 
Cycle_vertices = the T c domainfw range fI (Vx ~ T]f- l{x} n T ~ { }) 
maximizing # T. 
The cycle vertices are defined as the largest subset T of the vertices such that every 
element of T has a predecessor in T. Using Tarski's fixed point theorem [20], the 
specification can be compiled into a lower level procedure that 
(i) initializes T to the set of vertices, and 
(ii) repeatedly removes an arbitrary element x from T that has no predecessor 
y belonging to both f-X{x} and T. 
To obtain an efficient algorithm, we maintain two invariants while T is being 
repeatedly diminished. These are 
(i) a set of reference counts 
Numpred(i)  = # {y e f-x{ i}ly ~ T} 
for each vertex i, and 
(ii) a set 
Minset = {x e T[ Numpred(x) = 0} 
of elements that can be removed from T in the next iteration. The detection and 
maintenance of these invariants in the manner just described can be done completely 
automatically by application of a generalized finite differencing method [16]. 
The algorithm can be made to run in O(n) time and space by using the main 
data structure (see Fig. 6) and an array of size n that stores T, Numpred, and Minset. 
For each vertex i = 1 , . . . ,  n, the ith component of the array represents T by a bit 
field which has the value 1 when i belongs to T, and 0 otherwise; a field for 
Numpred(i)  is also present. Minset is embedded in the array as a queue. This data 
structure could also arise automatically by application of data structure selection 
and aggregation transformations described by Schwartz [17]. 
The procedure to find all cycles and roots makes use of the main data structure 
shown in Fig. 6. This data structure is an array of size n in which the ith component 
VERTICES 
I 
2 
11 
f f-1 B 0 
Fig. 6. Main data structure. 
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is a five-tuple storing information about the ith vertex in S; i.e., it stores the value 
f(i), a pointer f-~{i} to a list of predecessors of i, the label La(i) of i, and a field 
for the label Lo(i) to be determined. 
A procedure to determine the cycle vertices and the tree roots is given by the 
following steps: 
(i) Initialize T to the set of all vertices, and compute Numpred and Minset; 
(ii) while Minset~ { } repeat he following steps: 
(a) remove an arbitrary element 'a' from Minset; 
(b) if Numpred(f(a)) = 1 then 
add f(a) to Minset 
endif; 
(c) decrement Numpred( f(a)); 
(d) delete a from T; 
(iii) Cycle_vertices :=T; 
(iv) Roots := {x ~ Cycle_verticesl •f-l{x} > 1}; 
It is then a straightforward matter to decompose the set of cycle vertices into a 
list of cycles, where each cycle is stored as a list of vertices reflecting an aribtrary 
rotation. [] 
Step 2. Q-labeling the cycle vertices 
The procedure to label the cycle vertices is given below. 
(i) Find the lexicographically least rotation with respect o B-labels for each 
cycle. 
(ii) Find the smallest repeating prefix of each of these rotations with respect o 
B-labels. 
(iii) Lexicographically sort the prefixes with respect o B-labels. 
(iv) In a single pass through the prefixes orted in the previous tep, use rules 
(7) and (8) to define Q-labels within similar cycles. At the same time construct the 
equivalence classes in a data structure diagrammed in Fig. 7, and build two functions, 
QtoB and Q_pred, defined on the set of Q-labels for cycle vertices only. For every 
Q-label q labeling a cycle vertex x, QtoB(q) is the value of the B-label of x, and 
Q_pred(q) gives the Q-label of the predecessor f x on the cycle. 
t 
2 
3 
Q to B Q_pred 
Q- LABELS 
H 
Fig. 7. Equivalence classes. 
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The following lemmas are used to show that the preceding steps can be performed 
in linear time and space. 
Lemma 4.2. The problem of finding the lexicographically east rotation in a cyclic string 
of k elements over an alphabet of m <~ k elements can be solved in O( k ) time and space. 
Proof. See either [3] or [18]. [] 
Lemma 4.3. The problem of finding the smallest repeating prefix of a string of length 
k can be solved in O(k) time and space. 
Proof. For the proof of this lemma, see the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Lemma 4.4. The problem of lexicographically sorting varying length strings over an 
alphabet of m elements can be solved in O( m ) time and space, where the total number 
of symbols contained in all of the strings is O( m ). 
Proof. For the proof of this lemma, see [1, pp. 78-84]. [] 
The preceding lemmas directly lead to the following result. 
Theorem 4.5. The single function coarsest partition problem can be solved for permut- 
tions (i.e., problem instances with no trees) in O(n) time and space. 
Step 3. Q-labeling the tree vertices 
After Q-labels have been determined for the cycle vertices, vertices within trees 
are either given completely now Q-labels, or they are given the same Q-labels 
previously assigned to vertices on cycles. This procedure is a closure process with 
a slight complication that arises when tree vertices are added to the equivalence 
classes containing cycle vertices. 
The essential idea for assigning Q-labels to .tree elements in an incremental way 
is based on the Lemma 2.2 rule: 
u C~ov if[ u ¢:~sv& f(u)Cr~of(v). 
To supply a Q-label for a tree element u, if there exists an element v in S such that 
u ~ v,f(u) ¢ ,o f (v ) ,  and u ¢*B v, then u ¢:~ Q v; otherwise, no element of S different 
from u is Q-equivalent to u. 
This rule leads to the following inefficient but perspicuous Q-labeling procedure 
for the tree vertices. Assume that C is the set of all elements on cycles of f, and 
that Q is the coarsest partition of the function f [c  restricted to C. Then, iterate the 
following two steps until all of the tree vertices have been labeled: 
(i) Pick an edge [u, v] ~f l  v e C & u ~ CJ 
(ii) Assign a Q-label to u based on Lemma 2.2(i), and add'u to C. 
Recall that the graph representation f the function f is a set of edges. 
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This procedure is inefficient because the cost of assigning Q-labels in step (ii) 
could involve a costly search. To avoid the expense of this search, we need to 
consider two different cases for assigning Q-labels to the tree vertices u: (i) when 
u ¢:>o x and x is a cycle vertex, and (ii) otherwise. Close analysis indicates that any 
path from a root to a leaf can be split into an initial segment containing the root 
and other elements all of which fall into case (i), and a final segment, possibly 
empty, containing only case (ii) elements (see Fig. 8). 
GIVEN CYCLE GIVEN DISTINCT NEW 
._L ,~...~..__k,______ABELS O- LABELS 
J 
INITIAL SEGMENT FINAL SEGMENT 
Fig. 8. Tree path leading to a cycle. 
The elements in these initial segments are inexpensive to label because their labels 
can be obtained from the labels on the cycles to which they are connected. Once 
all the elements in the initial segments are assigned Q-labels, the remaining elements 
can also be labeled at low cost. This is because, by Lemma 2.2(i), all of the elements 
of each final segment must be assigned istinguishable Q-labels that are different 
from any of the Q-labels assigned to cycle elements. 
Our efficient ree-labeling procedure works in two stages. First, we label the initial 
segments; then, we label the final segments. 
Before we derive this procedure by transformation, it is convenient to define some 
additional notation. If the relation WsubpartionofQ holds, then we say equivalently 
that the relation Q superpartitionof W also holds. Adding and deleting an element 
x to a set S is denoted respectively S with := x and S less := x. We regard mappings 
in a general way as binary relations from a domain set to a range set. Mappings 
can be single-valued functions 6r multi-valued. For example, the relation 
B_groups = {[LB(x), x] : x ~ T} 
is a multi-valued mapping that maps B-labels of elements of T to T. If b is a B-label, 
then B_groups{b} denotes the set of elements in T labeled b. The set of first 
component values of B_groups is denoted by domain B_groups. 
Let us assume that W is the coarsest partition of  the cycle elements. Then, the 
coarsest partition Q of all elements with the same Q-labels as cycle elements can 
be defined using the following formal specification: 
the Q superpartitionof W I Q = {q u {u ~ (pred[C] - C)[ 
3x ~ q lx ¢oa u & f(x)  cool(u) } : q ~ Q} minimizing Q (9) 
where C = ~.] q. 
qEQ 
To be consistent with previous usage, we let C represent the set of elements with 
Q-labels. 
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In order to derive an efficient procedure from problem statement (9), it is useful 
to first simplify the existential quantifier appearing in (9) into the equivalent form 
QtoB(Q_pred(LQ(f(u))))= L~(u). 
Next, using a transformation [15] based on a fixed point theorem due to Tarski 
[20], we can implement (9) by repeatedly augmenting Q according to the following 
procedure: 
(while 3u ~ (pred[ C] -C) I  QtoB(Q_pred(Lo(f(u)))) = Ls(u)) 
Lo(u) := Q-pred(Lo(f(u))); $ augment Q 
end; (10) 
The code appearing in (10) is still too inefficient, because of the costly search 
involved in computing the existential quantifier each time through the while loop. 
This cost can be avoided by maintaining the invariant 
Tolabel = { u e (pred[ C] - C)I Qto B(Q_pred (LQ(f(u)))) = Ls(u)} 
at the program point where the quantifier is computed. That is, we 
(i) establish the invariant Tolabel on entry to the while loop of (10), 
(ii) restore the invariant when it is spoiled within the loop at the point where u 
is labeled, and 
(iii) exploit the invariant by replacing the costly existential quantifier by a unit- 
time operation that merely selects an arbitrary element from the stored value Tolabel. 
The three steps just described comprise a generalized finite differencing transfor- 
mation [16] whose application yields the following much improved code: 
Tolabel := {x e pred[Roots] Ix ~ C & QtoB(Q_pred(Lo(f(x)))) = La(x)} 
(while 3u e Tolabel) 
Tolabel ess := u; 
Lo(u) := Q_pred(Lo(f(u))); $ augment Q 
(for x e pred{u}) 
if QtoB(Q_pred(Lo(u)) ) = LB(x) then 
Tolabel with := x; 
endif; 
end for; 
endwhile; (11) 
The linear time and space complexity of (11) is clear. 
Our procedure for labeling the remaining elements can be derived using the same 
progression of transformational steps as before. By Lemma 2.2(i), the final coarsest 
partition can be obtained by grouping the remaining unlabeled elements into new 
Q-equivalence classes and adding them to the partition that results from executing 
stage 1 code (11). To make it easier to read the problem specification of this final 
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phase of our algorithm we again let C represent an expression for the set of elements 
with Q-labels..We also let the symbol Storage stand for the following expression, 
{ (pred[ C] - C) n pred[ q l: q e Q [ (pred[ C ] - C ) c~ pred[ q ] ~ { } }, 
which evaluates to the partition of unlabeled elements x with labeled successors 
f(x) grouped according to the Q-label of f (x) .  If we let the parameter W represent 
the partition produced by stage 1, then our specification for stage 2 is, 
the Q~ W IQ= Qw{T~b" T~Storage, be B IT~ b~{ }} 
minimizing # Q. (12) 
As before, we start o compile (12) into efficient code by applying atransformation 
based on a classical fixed point argument. This allows us to implement problem 
statement (12) with the following code: 
(while ::1T e Storage) 
(for q~{Tnb 'bcB IT~b~{}})  
Q with := q: $ augment Q, all elements of q are 
end; $ given a unique Q-label 
end; (13) 
Analysis of (13) determines that the major source of inefficiency is the repeated 
computation of Storage within the while loop and the iterated intersection as part 
of the set former appearing within the for loop. Finite differencing can be used to 
maintain Storage as an invariant (so that its full calculation can be avoided), and 
the intersections can be performed much more efficiently by a local calculation that 
groups elements into buckets according to B-labels. 
To establish the invariant Storage on entry to the while loop of (13), we could 
certainly perform the following code: 
temp := {[Lo(f(x)), x] :x ~ pred[ C] I x ~; C}; 
Storage := {temp{q}: q ¢ domain temp}; 
which has a linear time and space complexity when the data structure shown in 
Fig. 9 is used for temp. Also, note that B_groups could be implemented with this 
same data structure where the buckets are with respect to B-labels instead of Q-labels. 
However, the calculation of temp (as well as C) can be completely avoided at 
this point by maintaining the temp 'buckets' as an invariant during stage 1 of our 
0 - LABELS 
POINTERS TO i - - ' - - - -  L 4~' - - "~ 
NON- ENtrY ~ ~ ~ ~ I-"1--'--I 
SETS ~ , , I 
"1 I ' I  ~ ~ UNLABELED VERTICES 
" " ~ WHOSE SUCCESSORS HAVE 
Q - LABELS = 2 
Fig. 9. Set of equivalence classes. 
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tree labeling procedure. The details are straightforward and can be worked out by 
the reader. In the following code, which results from these steps, we assume that 
Storage is established at the end of the stage 1 procedure (so that our stage 2 
procedure only has to maintain Storage as an invariant): 
(while 3 T ~ Storage) 
B_groups := {[La(x), x] : x ~ T}; 
(for b ~ domain B_groups) 
q := B_groups{b}; 
if pred[q] ~ { } then 
Storage with := pred[ q]; 
end; 
Q with:= q; $ q is a new equivalence class 
$ added to Q; 
end; 
Storage less:= T; 
end; (14) 
It is easy to provide the appropriate data structures for the above code so that it 
runs in linear time and space. It may be of some interest o know that such data 
structuring can actually be determined automatically by a compiler (see [17, 5]). 
Theorem 4.5 and the analysis of the two-stage procedure described above prove 
our main result. 
Theorem 4.6. The single function coarsest partition problem can be solved in O( n ) 
time and space. 
5. Application to the automated manufacturing of woven fabric 
The single function coarsest partition problem has a surprising application to the 
automation of woven fabric on looms. A weave is a collection of intertwined 
horizontal and vertical threads, which can be conveniently represented as an m x n 
matrix of O's and l's. A 1 in the /,jth component of the matrix indicates that the 
vertical thread is 'over' the horizontal thread, while a 0 indicates that the horizontal 
thread is over the vertical thread. (Lourie [10] provides a comprehensive discussion 
of the mathematical nature of weaving problems.) 
Let us assume that the vertical threads are stationary and that the horizontal 
threads are woven into the vertical threads one at a time. This could be accomplished 
by weaving the horizontal thread under and over the vertical threads. Yet, most 
looms (e.g., Dobby looms) fabricate a weave more efficiently by an alternative 
approach in which a prescribed collection of vertical threads is lifted and a single 
horizontal thread is passed through the opening (see Fig. 10). 
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VERTICAL 
THREADS 
I IV I~ I / . .U I I  I P ' . I . , .  I [Ir~K.~D 
Fig. 10. A harness lifting vertical threads. 
Vertical threads are lifted by hooks that connect them to harnesses. When a 
harness rises, all threads connected to it are lifted. Each thread is attached to a 
single harness, so that the set of harnesses partitions the vertical threads. Any subset 
of the harnesses may rise at the same time to facilitate the incorporation of a single 
horizontal thread into the weave. Such a subset is called a treadle. A fabric can be 
described as a repeating sequence of treadles. 
The single function coarsest partition problem solves the problem of determining 
which vertical threads hould be connected to the same harness for a style of fabric 
called a twill [6]. The Boolean matrix representation for a twill is generated from 
the first row of the matrix and a permutation that rotates a row to the right circularly 
by a fixed amount. Given n threads, let Ls(i) be a 1 if the ith thread in row 1 is 
lifted, and 0 otherwise. Then, B partitions the vertical threads into two sets. Let 
f :{1 , . . . ,n} - ->{1, . . . ,  n} be a rotation. Then, the second row in the matrix is 
represented by La o f-~; the jth row is represented by La ° f]-J. Clearly, those threads 
that are always lifted and unlifted together should be connected to the same harness. 
Those threads will have the same sequence of column numbers in the matrix 
representing the weave. They will also belong to the same equivalence classes of 
the coarsest partition of B with respect o f. 
For example, suppose there are six threads; La is 1 on {2, 5} and 0 in {1, 3, 4, 6}; 
f is a circular shift on space to the right. Then, f refines B into the three sets {1, 4}, 
{2, 5}, and {3, 6}. Threads in the same partition rise and fall together throughout 
the fabrication of this twill weave. 
6. Conclusion 
The algorithm presented above solves the single function coarsest partition prob- 
lem in linear time and space. The best previous solution required O(n log n) steps 
and linear space. Because the many function coarsest partition problem has several 
important applications including state minimization of finite automata [8] and 
congruence closure [4, 12], it would be important to see whether our algorithm can 
be extended to solve the. general problem in linear time and space. 
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